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Abstract The use of paramagnetic NMR data for the

refinement of structures of proteins and protein complexes

is widespread. However, the power of paramagnetism for

protein assignment has not yet been fully exploited.

PARAssign is software that uses pseudocontact shift data

derived from several paramagnetic centers attached to the

protein to obtain amide and methyl assignments. The

ability of PARAssign to perform assignment when the

positions of the paramagnetic centers are known and

unknown is demonstrated. PARAssign has been tested

using synthetic data for methyl assignment of a 47 kDa

protein, and using both synthetic and experimental data for

amide assignment of a 14 kDa protein. The complex fitting

space involved in such an assignment procedure necessi-

tates that good starting conditions are found, both regarding

placement and strength of paramagnetic centers. These

starting conditions are obtained through automated tensor

placement and user-defined tensor parameters. The results

presented herein demonstrate that PARAssign is able to

successfully perform resonance assignment in large sys-

tems with a high degree of reliability. This software pro-

vides a method for obtaining the assignments of large

systems, which may previously have been unassignable, by

using 2D NMR spectral data and a known protein structure.

Keywords Pseudocontact shift � Software � Assignment �
Pseudoazurin � Cytochrome P450

Abbreviations

PCS Pseudocontact shift

RDC Residual dipolar coupling

PRE Paramagnetic relaxation enhancement

PPMCC Pearson Product Moment Correlation

Coefficient

HSQC Heteronuclear single quantum coherence

TROSY Transverse relaxation optimized spectroscopy

CRINEPT Cross-correlated relaxation enhanced

polarization transfer

CLaNP-5 Caged Lanthanide NMR Probe 5

Introduction

NMR spectroscopy is an invaluable technique to obtain

structural and dynamic information about proteins and,

thereby, enables a greater understanding of the functions

that proteins carry out. A prerequisite for any detailed

NMR study is that NMR assignments must be obtained for

the nuclei of the protein in question. Traditionally,
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heteronuclear multidimensional (3D/4D) NMR spectra are

used to obtain this information (Fernandez and Wider

2003). For small proteins (\20 kDa), these experiments are

sufficient to assign the nuclei. Larger proteins present more

of a challenge due to their relaxation properties and spec-

tral crowding. The line broadening problems can be over-

come, for a large part, using TROSY and CRINEPT based

experiments (Pervushin et al. 1997; Riek et al. 2002;

Salzmann et al. 1998; Fiaux et al. 2002). Isotope labeling

of methyl groups for larger proteins and protein complexes

has also been used to circumvent the difficulties encoun-

tered when applying multidimensional NMR experiments

on uniformly labeled proteins (Tugarinov et al. 2006).

Moreover, the internal mobility of methyl groups causes

slow relaxation of methyl protons, and therefore sharp lines

are observed in the resulting spectra. Selective methyl

labeling does not provide sequential information, but

assignment can be obtained, for example by selective

mutation of a methyl containing amino acid for another, as

was shown for the 20S proteasome (Kay 2011). The

method of selective mutation has been developed into a

high-throughput technique, which combines automated

site-directed mutagenesis, residue-type-specific-isotope

labeling and fast NMR experiments (Amero et al. 2011).

An additional approach is the so-called ‘divide and con-

quer’ approach (Sprangers et al. 2008), which involves

assignment of nuclei of parts in a large complex and then

transfer of the assignments to the spectra of the entire

complex. However, many of these techniques require high

concentrations of protein. Paramagnetic NMR can be

complementary, or even an alternative to many of these

methods. One of the major advantages of using paramag-

netic NMR, in particular pseudocontact shifts (PCSs), for

large proteins and protein complexes is that concentrations

as low as 10 lM can be used to obtain data of sufficient

quality to observe these effects (Keizers et al. 2010). Fur-

thermore, PCSs have already proven to be very useful in

the assignment and structure solution of proteins using

solid-state NMR techniques (Luchinat et al. 2012; Bertini

et al. 2009).

Incorporation of a paramagnetic lanthanide ion either

into a natural metal binding site or via an attached lan-

thanide binding tag (Dvoretsky et al. 2002; Ikegami

et al. 2004; Leonov et al. 2005; Pintacuda et al. 2004b;

Rodriguez-Castañeda et al. 2006; Kamen et al. 2007; Ke-

izers et al. 2007; Su et al. 2008; Jia et al. 2011) gives rise to

observable paramagnetic effects such as PCSs, residual

dipolar couplings (RDCs) and paramagnetic relaxation

enhancements (PREs). PCSs are particularly useful due to

the fact that they are easy to measure and provide long-

range structural information. A PCS is a change in the

observed Larmor frequency of a nuclear spin resulting

from the time-averaged dipolar interaction between the

observed nucleus and the anisotropy of the static magnetic

moment of an unpaired electron spin in the paramagnetic

center. PCSs depend on the distance between the center

and the nucleus in an anisotropic fashion and are described

by a magnetic susceptibility tensor (v tensor). In order to

calculate PCSs theoretically for nuclei in a known 3D

structure, it is necessary to know eight parameters, namely,

the position of the paramagnetic center (three Cartesian

coordinates), the orientation of the v tensor relative to the

molecular frame (three Euler angles) and two anisotropy

parameters that represent the axial and rhombic compo-

nents of the v tensor (Bertini et al. 2002). With many

software packages the v tensor can be determined from

PCS data, given the 3D structure of the protein: Fantasia

(Banci et al. 1996), Fantasian (Banci et al. 1997), the

PARArestraints module for Xplor-NIH (Schwieters et al.

2003; Banci et al. 2004) and Numbat (Schmitz et al. 2008).

These programs either perform a five-parameter v tensor

fit, using a known position of the paramagnetic center, or a

complete eight-parameter fit. In all cases, the NMR

assignments of the spectra of both the diamagnetic and

paramagnetic protein samples are required to perform the

fitting. Software packages to enable assignment of protein

nuclei through the use of PCS data have been developed:

Platypus (Pintacuda et al. 2004a), Echidna (Schmitz et al.

2006), and Possum (John et al. 2007). Platypus provides

backbone amide assignment for resonances in the spectra

of both the diamagnetic and paramagnetic samples using a

known probe position, while simultaneously fitting the five

tensor parameters. This has only been demonstrated,

however, using residue-selectively 15N-labeled samples

and a small data set of 20 resonances. Echidna provides

backbone amide assignment of a paramagnetic sample

based on the spectral assignment of the equivalent dia-

magnetic sample, by fitting the magnitudes and Euler

angles of the v tensor: The metal position must be known

for this procedure to be carried out. Possum is a method

developed to automatically assign methyl groups of a

protein using the resonance frequencies of the diamagnetic

and paramagnetic samples, where the position of the

paramagnetic center, as well as the orientation and mag-

nitudes of the tensor are known beforehand. PARAssign is

a tool wherein the assignment of the nuclei of large pro-

teins can be achieved using only 2D spectra and a three-

dimensional structure of the protein of interest with only

the resonance frequencies observed for the diamagnetic

and paramagnetic samples. In contrast to all previously

published software, PARAssign uses the data obtained with

several paramagnetic centers to determine the assignments.

Thus, for each nucleus that needs to be assigned in the

diamagnetic sample, a set of PCSs is available, providing

sufficient data for a novel and efficient method for simul-

taneous v tensor refinement and assignment of the nuclei.
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PARAssign requires neither prior knowledge of the posi-

tions of the paramagnetic centers or the tensor orientations,

nor any assignment information, only estimates of the

magnitudes of the paramagnetic tensors, and in the case of

methyl assignment, specification of the residue type.

Extensive testing of the program was undertaken using

synthetic 1HN PCS data for pseudoazurin (PAZ) (125 res-

idues) and P450cam (414 residues) to which selective

methyl labeling schemes were applied. The robustness of

the algorithm was further demonstrated using PAZ exper-

imental data. All data were based on the use of Caged

Lanthanide NMR Probe 5 (CLaNP-5) (Keizers et al. 2007;

Keizers et al. 2008). However, the use of the software is not

restricted to data acquired with this probe and the use of

other paramagnetic probes, reviewed elsewhere (Koehler

and Meiler 2011), is also possible. It should be noted

though that many tags attached via a single arm to the

protein induce much weaker paramagnetic effects, proba-

bly as a consequence of averaging effects due to consid-

erable mobility of the tag relative to the protein. A large

amplitude of tag movements could compromise the reli-

ability of the assignment.

Theory

v-Tensor fitting

A PCS can be described by a second rank magnetic sus-

ceptibility tensor:

dPCS

¼ 1

12pr5
i

Dvax 3 r~z � r~ið Þ2�r2
i

� �
þ 3

2
Dvrh r~x � r~ið Þ2� r~y � r~i

� �2
� �� �

ð1Þ

where Dvax and Dvrh represent the axial and rhombic

components of the second rank magnetic susceptibility

tensor, respectively, ri ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2

i þ y2
i þ z2

i

p
(the coordinates

of nucleus i, in the tensor frame with the paramagnetic

center at the origin) and r~x, r~y and r~z represent the unit

vectors that determine the orientation of the magnetic

susceptibility tensor.

Equation 1 can be fitted using a five parameter fit, such

that dPCS ¼ f Dvax;Dvrh; a; b; cð Þ or an eight parameter fit,

such that dPCS ¼ f Dvax;Dvrh; a; b; c; x; y; zð Þ, where a, b and

c are three Euler angles used to rotate r~x, r~y and r~z and x, y

and z correspond to the Cartesian coordinates of the para-

magnetic center. Using the Z–Y–Z convention, a rotation

matrix, R ¼ Rz að ÞRy bð ÞRz cð Þ can be constructed to use these

angles in a fitting procedure. The fitting procedure employed

in PARAssign is a sequential least squares programming

procedure (Kraft 1988) as implemented in Scipy 0.8.0

(http://www.scipy.org). The target function used in this fit-

ting procedure is:

1

N

XN

i

dpred
PCS;i � dexp

PCS;i

� �2

ð2Þ

where dpred
PCS;i and dexp

PCS;i represent the predicted and experi-

mental PCSs, respectively, and N is the total number of

PCSs used for the minimization.

PCS determination procedure

Each paramagnetic center is placed on the protein

according to a set of vector equations based on the refined

tensor positions of CLaNP-5 on PAZ (Keizers et al. 2008)

with some modifications (a mathematical description is

provided in the Supporting Material). Briefly, the para-

magnetic center is placed on a line that intercepts the center

of the vector between the Ca atoms of the two residues to

which the paramagnetic probe is attached and that is par-

allel to the z component of the tensor. The distance from

the center to both Ca atoms is 8 Å. The r~x vector of

the paramagnetic tensor is defined as the direction of the

Ca–Ca vector; the r~z vector is defined perpendicular to r~x

and to point away from the protein by using the average of

the vectors between the Ca and Cc of the two residues to

provide this direction. The r~y vector is derived as the cross

product of the r~xand r~z vectors (Fig. 1). This provides the

initial position and tensor orientation for each paramag-

netic center. If a single-armed probe is used, its position

can be user-defined or calculated by PARAssign. The r~x

vector of the paramagnetic tensor is defined as the direction

of the Ca–Cb bond vector; the r~z vector is defined per-

pendicular to r~x and to point away from the protein by

using the Ca–Cc bond of the residue to provide this

direction. The r~y vector is derived as the cross product of

the r~x and r~z vectors. The distance between the Ca atom of

the attachment site and the paramagnetic center is user-

defined.

Fig. 1 Placement of the paramagnetic centers relative to the attach-

ment site for a two-armed probe using a modified method to that

previously published (see text and supporting information)
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Peaks of nuclei close to the paramagnetic center are

broadened beyond detection as a result of paramagnetic

relaxation enhancement and are disregarded. The cutoff

distance can be user-specified or calculated by PARAssign,

using the equation for Curie spin relaxation (Schmitz et al.

2006):

rcutoff �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

5pPRE

l0

4p

� �2

B2
0c

2
X

gelBð Þ4S2 Sþ 1ð Þ
3kBTð Þ2

4sr þ
3sr

1þ x2
Xs2

r

	 

6

s

ð3Þ

where cX is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus X, l0 is

the permeability of a vacuum, T is the temperature, lB is

the Bohr magneton, ge is the electron g factor, S is the total

spin quantum number of the paramagnetic ion (J in the case

of lanthanides), sr is the rotational correlation time of the

molecule, B0 is the magnetic field strength, kB is the Boltz-

mann constant and xX is the Larmor frequency of the nucleus

X. As an indication, a PRE of &200 s-1 will usually lead to

broadening beyond detection.

Assignment procedure

The Hungarian method for minimal cost assignment (Kuhn

1955) is used to perform the assignment of the experi-

mental PCSs, using a Q factor cost function to populate the

assignment matrix:

Q ¼ 1

N

XN

i¼1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðdpred

PCS;i � dexp
PCS;iÞ

2

ðdpred
PCS;i þ dexp

PCS;iÞ
2

vuut ð4Þ

where N is the number of paramagnetic centers. This

algorithm ensures that each experimental PCS is assigned

exactly once to a predicted PCS and therefore, an assignable

atom in the protein structure. The Q value is used as a filter

when building the assignment matrix. Pairs of predicted and

experimental PCSs whose Q score exceeds a user-defined

value are excluded from the assignment matrix. In the case

of methyl data, the residue type is also used to avoid

incorrect assignments. The chemical shifts of methyl groups

of different residues are sufficiently different for this to be

done by user-defined residue typing. It should also be noted

that predicted and experimental PCS with opposite signs are

excluded from Q factor calculation and therefore cannot be

assignment possibilities. This avoids any issues that would

arise from the summed denominator in equation 4.

The PARAssign algorithm

Data input

PARAssign imports peak lists from spectra of both dia-

magnetic and paramagnetic forms of the protein from

either a [13C,1H] or a [15N,1H] HSQC spectrum. Using the

predicted PCSs, generated from the initial paramagnetic

tensor orientations and magnitudes, a matching algorithm

based on Bayesian statistics is used to match the peaks

observed for the diamagnetic form of the protein to those

for the paramagnetic form of the protein to produce PCSs

(see Supporting Material). This procedure is executed for

the data for each paramagnetic center and the combined

sets of PCSs are then used for initial assignment. In this

matching algorithm, the PCSs for both the proton and

heteroatom dimensions are used, along with their ratios.

These PCSs are then used for paramagnetic tensor refine-

ment and protein assignment. The matching procedure

produces on average 85 % correct matches based on the

initial tensor orientation. These PCSs can be used as a

starting point for spectral analysis to identify additional

PCSs, which can then be subsequently used for assignment

of the protein nuclei.

Initial assignment

Using the initial placement of the paramagnetic center and

orientation of the tensors, the protein structure and the

user-defined Dvax and Dvrh values, a set of predicted PCSs

is calculated for each paramagnetic center. All PCSs that

are less than ±0.02 are excluded from the datasets, since

these values could be too small to be accurately measured

experimentally. The protein structure is imported as a PDB

file using the PDBparser module of Biopython (Hamelryck

and Manderick 2003; Cock et al. 2009) and protonated.

Protein structures can also be downloaded from the RCSB

within PARAssign. It is possible that the initial tensor

calculated by PARAssign may not have an optimal starting

orientation and in order to establish whether it can be

improved, two sequential searches of the a and b Euler

angles are carried out. The signs of the PCSs are an indi-

cator for the orientation of the tensor. To find an approx-

imate orientation the total number of positive PCSs in the

experimental and predicted sets are compared. So, using

the predicted PCSs, the total number of positive PCSs of all

relevant nuclei in the protein for each paramagnetic center

is calculated for the predicted datasets and compared with

that of the experimental datasets. The difference between

the fractions of positive PCSs in the predicted and exper-

imental datasets is calculated as a cost, c:

c ¼
Npredicted

positive

Npredicted
all

�
Nexperimental

positive

Nexperimental
all

ð5Þ

.

This cost is then used a ‘‘goodness of fit’’ statistic for the

sequential searches of the a and b Euler angles. This

approach is possible, because the value of c is strongly
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dependent on the value of the b Euler angle (Fig. 2). By

rotating the b Euler angle over the range ±1/2p from its

initial starting value calculated in PARAssign, it is evident

that for four proteins of varying size, a similar pattern of

sinusoidal variation is observed for all of the tested pro-

teins. This is a good indication that using the number of

positive PCSs is a valid manner in which to refine Euler

angles prior to initial protein assignment. Due to the fact

that rotation operators do not commute, two searches need

to be carried out, one beginning with rotation of the a angle

followed by rotation of the b angle (‘a/b’) and another

beginning with rotation the b angle followed by rotation

of the a angle (‘b/a’). The ‘a/b’ sequential search is

performed as follows. Each tensor frame is rotated by a

-1/2p a angle and then steps of 0.1 radians are performed

until a rotation of 1/2p has been achieved. At each step of

the walk, c is used to provide a ‘‘goodness of fit’’ value.

The a angle corresponding to the lowest value of c is then

selected as the optimal starting orientation for the a angle

and denoted aopt. The a angle can take values in the range

-1/2p B a B ? 1/2p because the rhombic component of

the v tensor has p radian symmetry and therefore, only half

of this angular space needs to be searched.

The b angle sequential search is then performed analo-

gously, starting from the frame oriented by the angle

aopt and producing the angle bopt. The ‘b/a’ search is

performed in the same way, except the b angle is rotated

first. The ‘a/b’ and ‘b/a’ searches each provide an ‘‘opti-

mal’’ starting orientation and the search that provides the

lowest value of c is used to rotate the tensor to the corre-

sponding initial orientation. Only two angles need to be

rotated because the orientation of one of the axes is always

fixed in this searching procedure. Moreover, if the c Euler

angle were included in the ‘b/a’ search, this would be

tantamount to performing the last search twice, since both

a and c determine the orientations of the x and y axes of

the tensor frame. Using the orientations calculated from the

individual sequential searches, the predicted PCSs are re-

calculated and the initial assignment of the protein is

determined. Each paramagnetic tensor is then fitted based

on this assignment.

Fitting the tensors and assigning the protein

The paramagnetic tensors can be fitted using a constrained

or unconstrained five or eight parameter fit. Each para-

magnetic tensor is fitted to its assigned dataset individually

and the PCSs associated with that tensor are re-calculated

after application of the resulting fitting parameters. These

predictions are then used to populate the assignment matrix

required by the Hungarian method and an assignment

based on these predictions is carried out. This procedure of

fitting and assignment is carried out iteratively until a

convergence limit is reached or a user-defined number of

minimization steps has been performed. PARAssign then

outputs the predicted and experimental values per para-

magnetic center along with the predicted assignment, the

deviation between predicted and experimental PCSs for

each paramagnetic center as well as the average Q score

per residue. A PDB file containing the final paramagnetic

center positions and tensor orientations is also written

(using Scientific Python 2.8) and, in addition, PARAssign

produces a scatter plot showing the fit of predicted to

experimental PCSs per paramagnetic center, along with the

Fig. 2 Positive PCS. The

fraction of predicted positive

PCSs is plotted as a function of

the b angle (radians) for four

proteins: T4 lysozyme (A), PAZ

(B), cytochrome P450cam

(C) and Green Fluorescent

Protein (D). The lines represent

different attachment sites of the

paramagnetic center
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Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient (Pear-

son’s r), the linear least squares regression line fitted to the

data and a line of y = x for comparison. After the final

fitting and assignment step, all predicted PCSs are included

in a subsequent assignment, such that all PCSs \ ± 0.02

are re-introduced into the dataset. In addition, a user-

defined number of alternative assignments are produced by

removing current assignments as possibilities from the

assignment matrix and performing the Hungarian Algo-

rithm again. This ensures that any alternative assignments

will be different from previous assignments and also that

the assignment corresponding to the next closest Q score to

the previous assignment will be selected as an alternative

assignment. This procedure can be carried out as many

times as the user determines. All assignments have a reli-

ability indicator associated with them. The trimmed aver-

age Q score is calculated using a 5 % upper limit for

exclusion and this is used to determine assignment reli-

ability; if the moduli of all PCSs used in an assignment of a

nucleus are more than 0.02 and the average Q score is less

than the trimmed average Q score, this assignment is

deemed a highly reliable ‘**’ (two-star) assignment. If only

one of the conditions is met, it is deemed a reliable ‘*’

(one-star) assignment and if neither conditions are met, the

assignment is deemed unreliable. The complete algorithm

is depicted in Fig. 3.

Testing of the algorithm

Two proteins were selected to test the robustness of the

PARAssign algorithm. Pseudoazurin (PAZ), a blue copper

protein of 13.5 kDa (PDB code 1PY0) (Prudencio et al.

2004) with Yb-CLaNP-5 attached at three positions was

used to test the backbone amide assignment capabilities

and cytochrome P450cam, a 46.6 kDa heme protein (PDB

code 1DZ4) (Schlichting et al. 2000) with Tm-CLaNP-5

attached at four positions was used to test the methyl

assignment capabilities using selective labeling schemes

(Ile-Cd1, 17 residues, Leu-Cd1, 26 residues, Val-Cc1,

22 residues, Ala-Cb, 23 residues, Leu-Cd1/Val-Cc1, 46

residues, Ile-Cd1/Leu-Cd1/Val-Cc1, 63 residues). Five

synthetic datasets and one experimental dataset were used

for testing with PAZ and five synthetic datasets were used

for testing with P450cam. A dataset represents all sets of

PCSs generated from all paramagnetic centers in a certain

position, with a certain tensor size and orientation. Two

separate tests were carried out, namely five parameter fit-

ting and eight parameter fitting. The synthetic datasets for

five-parameter fitting were generated using a random

number generator to produce five sets of a and b Euler

angles for each protein with the ranges -p B a B ? p and

-1/2p B b B ? 1/2p, as well as random Dvax and Dvrh

values within a range based on published values (Keizers

et al. 2008) for Yb-CLaNP-5 (7 9 10-32 m3 B Dvax

B 10 9 10-32 m3 and 1 9 10-32 m3 B Dvrh B 4 9

10-32 m3) and Tm-CLaNP-5 (45 9 10-32 m3 B Dvax B

55 9 10-32 m3 and 9 9 10-32 m3 B Dvrh B 11 9 10-32 m3).

The synthetic datasets for the eight parameter fits were

produced using the datasets from the five parameter fitting

and random x, y and z positions generated from a grid of

±3 Å x ± 3 Å x ± 3 Å around the initial position for each

paramagnetic center calculated by PARAssign. These

random values were used to re-orient the tensor and, where

necessary, re-position the paramagnetic center and sets of

Fig. 3 Flowchart of the PARAssign Algorithm
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PCSs were calculated based on the new orientation and

position. Noise was also added to each PCS as a random

value in the range -0.01 B x B 0.01 ppm to represent

experimental error. This error value was considered

appropriate since all data sets used were 1H PCS data. For

heteronuclear data larger error margins may be required.

These datasets were then used as target (‘‘quasi-experi-

mental’’) data for PARAssign and the ability PARAssign to

refine the tensor and assign each dataset was tested. In all

tests, the starting values for Dvax and Dvrh were 9.0 9

10-32 m3 and 2.0 9 10-32 m3, respectively for Yb-CLaNP

and 50.0 9 10-32 m3 and 10.0 9 10-32 m3, respectively

for Tm-CLaNP. The cutoff distance for excluding residues

whose signals would be broadened beyond detection was

set to 10 Å for Yb-labeled PAZ and 16 Å for Tm-labeled

P450cam and all PCSs that would theoretically be unob-

servable were excluded from all synthetic datasets. The

starting position and orientation were always those obtained

using the procedure described above (PCS determination

procedure).

Results and discussion

Synthetic data—PAZ backbone amides

The PARAssign algorithm performs simultaneous v ten-

sor fitting and assignment of protein nuclei. There are two

types of fitting available in PARAssign; namely five

parameter fitting, with fixed positions for the paramag-

netic centers, and eight parameter fitting. The user can set

boundaries for Dvax and Dvrh and the metal position if a

bound fit is selected. Initially, five parameter fitting and

assignment was tested using five synthetic datasets gen-

erated from published Dvax and Dvrh values and random

Euler angles. All initial assignments were generated

without applying any angular searching (‘None’), such

that the initial position derived from placing the tensor

was used to perform the assignment. The Q score filter

(Equation 4) was set to 0.25 for all tests and incremen-

tally increased by 0.25 to a maximum of 0.75, if the

number of amides assigned in the final output was below

the maximal assignable for the protein, taking into

account the line broadening caused by the probe (see

above). The Q score filter for assignment is set by the

user and is not incremented automatically. In cases where

the final assignment was not optimal using the initial

tensor placement as the starting position, two sequential

Euler angle searches were included separately, namely an

‘a/b’ and a ‘b/a’ search (see Initial Assignment section)

to derive a better initial orientation for assignment and the

Q score filter values were incremented as previously

stated. If application of neither of the searches to the

initial starting orientation resulted in an optimal assign-

ment, both the ‘a/b’ and ‘b/a’ searches were applied

(‘Both’) in the same assignment run and the search that

produced the lowest cost, c (equation 5) was selected to

move the tensor to its starting orientation and the Q score

filter was incremented; this being the final test for each

datasets for which an optimal assignment had not been

achieved. The five synthetic datasets yielded diverse

results (Table 1). For all datasets, the initial orientation of

the probe was not sufficient to obtain an optimal assign-

ment, shown by the fact that a search was required in all

cases. The starting point for assignment and tensor fitting

is a strong determining factor of the final assignment

results, as shown in Table 1, along with the Q score filter

value used for assignment.

The diversity in ‘‘Best Search’’ used to obtain the opti-

mal assignment for each of the five datasets indicates that

all search possibilities should be used and a suitable Q filter

should accompany each search. In some situations, a low Q

score value of 0.25 was sufficient to obtain a nearly com-

plete and accurate assignment of PAZ amides, however, for

other datasets, a higher Q score value was required to

enable potentially erroneous assignments to be used to

guide the minimization and consequently, result in those

erroneous assignments being corrected. An assignment

result was deemed optimal based on whether the maximum

number of assignable residues had been reached, the value

of the target function per paramagnetic center and the

overall fitting statistics for each mutant, i.e. the closeness

of the least-squares regression line to the line of y = x and

the corresponding Pearson Product Moment Correlation

Coefficient (PPMCC). Moreover, the reliability of an

individual assignment was determined based on whether

the average Q score was less than the trimmed average Q

score for that assignment and whether the moduli of all

PCSs for that amide were greater than 0.02. An example of

the final output from PARAssign, based on experimental

PAZ data (described below), including the reliability

indicators is shown in Table S1. The five parameter fitting

tests showed that three quarters of the assignments

achieved in all cases were in the most reliable category

(2*). The 1* assignments were often put in this class due to

the fact that one or more of the PCS for that amide were

below the threshold for a reliable assignment (0.02). All

starred (2* and 1*) assignments were correct for this test

and all others reported below. Within the 0* assignments

produced by PARAssign at most 20 % false positives

(wrong assignments) were found in these tests, indicating

that 0* assignments are useful suggestions, but need to be

checked with other methods. This shows that PARAssign

not only produces many reliable assignments of amides on

the basis of PCS data, but also that those that are unreliable

can be easily identified in the final output.
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The eight parameter fitting abilities of PARAssign using

PAZ synthetic datasets were carried out in the same man-

ner as the five parameter fitting tests. These results are

shown in Table 2. These results show that PARAssign can

perform assignment of proteins to an almost identical

degree of accuracy whether the positions of the paramag-

netic centers are known or unknown.

Experimental data—PAZ backbone amides

A set of previously published experimental PCS data for

PAZ (Keizers et al. 2008) was used to test the PARAssign

algorithm with a real data set derived from [15N,1H]-HSQC

spectra. The PCSs used for the assignment were produced

both via the peak matching algorithm and from manual

identification of the PCSs from the spectra. The PCSs

identified by the peak matching algorithm were used as a

starting point for building the PCS lists used in assignment

and additional PCSs were identified by spectral analysis,

providing a comprehensive set of experimental data for the

assignment of PAZ amides. The assignment was carried out

using a restrained eight-parameter fit. This was performed

on a ±3 Å x ± 3 Å x ± 3 Å grid, with the tensor magni-

tudes restricted to 7 9 10-32 m3 \ Dvax \ 10 9 10-32 m3

and 1 9 10-32 m3 \ Dvrh \ 4 9 10-32 m3 and the Euler

angles restrained using the following limits: -p\ a/c\ p
and -1/2p\ b\ 1/2p. The starting values for Dvax and

Dvrh were 9.0 9 10-32 m3 and 2.0 9 10-32 m3,

respectively.

Using this real data, only three amides were mis-

assigned out of the 57 assignable amides. The reason that

only 57 of the amides were assignable and not 85 as stated

for the synthetic data was not related to the PARAssign

software, but due to the limited quality of one experimental

data sets, such that only a subset of all resonances could be

observed. Of the correct assignments, 32 were 2* assign-

ments, 17 were 1* assignments and five had no star. All

three incorrect assignments were not starred and therefore

deemed unreliable (Table S1). It is concluded that the

PARAssign algorithm can handle and successfully assign

amides using experimental data, as evidenced by the reli-

ability of the assignments obtained and the fitting statistics,

Fig. 4, which show that the fits of experimental to pre-

dicted data were excellent.

Synthetic data—P450cam

The assignment of methyl groups was also tested using

PARAssign. Five and eight parameter fits were tested in the

same way as for amide assignment. The results of five

parameter fitting using P450cam methyl data showed

diverse performance of PARAssign (Table 3). All datasets

for single residue selective labeling did not converge to a

minimum that provided an assignment. In all cases, the

number of residues assigned below the Q score filter was

below 80 % of the total set (data not shown).

This shows that a simple manner to assign a protein for

which the number of residues of a single type is too small,

is to combine datasets of several residue types. The fraction

of 2* assignments was approximately two-thirds for all

except dataset 1 for both the Ile-Cd1/Leu-Cd1/Val-Cc1 and

Leu-Cd1/Val-Cc1 synthetic data. Furthermore, 1* assign-

ments accounted for most of the remaining methyls

assigned by PARAssign and these were deemed 1* due to

the fact that the absolute values of some PCSs in the dataset

were less than 0.02. The testing of eight parameter fitting

Table 1 Summary of results

from testing of five parameter

fitting using PAZ backbone

amide synthetic data

Dataset Best

search

Total assignable

amides

Q filter Total assigned

amides

Correct/assigned

2* 1* 0*

1 Both 85 0.75 82/83 51/51 18/18 13/14

2 b/a 85 0.25 78/80 47/47 25/25 6/8

3 Both 85 0.75 83/83 45/45 27/27 11/11

4 a/b 85 0.25 76/78 43/43 26/26 7/9

5 b/a 85 0.50 84/84 43/43 33/33 8/8

Table 2 Summary of results

from testing of eight parameter

fitting using PAZ backbone

amide synthetic data

Dataset Best search Total assignable

amides

Q filter Total assigned

amides

Correct/assigned

2* 1* 0*

1 Both 85 0.75 82/83 51/51 18/18 13/14

2 a/b 85 0.5 78/80 44/44 25/25 9/11

3 Both 85 0.75 83/83 45/45 27/27 11/11

4 a/b 85 0.25 76/78 43/43 26/26 7/9

5 b/a 85 0.50 84/84 43/43 33/33 8/8
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Fig. 4 Scatter plots of predicted against observed 1H PCSs for PAZ (Keizers et al. 2008) after fitting and assignment by PARAssign using the

structure of PAZ (PDB entry 1PY0) (Prudencio et al. 2004)

Table 3 Summary of results

from testing of five parameter

fitting using P450 synthetic data

Dataset Total assignable

methyl groups

Q filter Best search Total assigned

methyl groups

Correct/assigned

2* 1* 0*

Ile-Cd1/Leu-Cd1/Val-Cc1

1 63 0.50 b/a 63/63 33/33 29/29 1/1

2 63 0.75 b/a 63/63 39/39 18/18 6/6

3 63 0.75 None 60/63 38/38 17/17 5/8

4 63 0.75 b/a 61/63 37/37 24/24 0/2

5 63 0.50 a/b 59/63 36/36 23/23 0/4

Leu-Cd1/Val-Cc1

1 46 0.50 b/a 43/46 19/19 24/24 0/3

2 46 0.75 b/a 46/46 31/31 15/15 0/0

3 46 0.75 None 45/46 31/31 13/13 1/2

4 46 0.75 b/a 44/46 28/28 16/16 0/2

5 46 0.50 a/b 43/46 26/26 15/15 2/5

Table 4 Summary of results

from testing of eight parameter

fitting using P450 synthetic data

Dataset Total assignable

methyl groups

Q filter Best search Total assigned

methyl groups

Correct/assigned

2* 1* 0*

Ile-Cd1/Leu-Cd1/Val-Cc1

1 63 0.50 b/a 63/63 39/39 23/23 1/1

2 63 0.75 b/a 63/63 38/38 20/20 5/5

3 63 0.75 None 59/63 35/35 22/22 2/6

4 63 0.75 b/a 61/63 35/35 26/26 0/2

5 63 0.50 a/b 63/63 40/40 23/23 0/0

Leu-Cd1/Val-Cc1

1 46 0.50 b/a 46/46 31/31 12/12 3/3

2 46 0.75 b/a 45/46 30/30 13/13 2/3

3 46 0.75 None 45/46 26/26 17/17 2/3

4 46 0.75 b/a 44/46 24/24 18/18 2/4

5 46 0.50 a/b 46/46 29/29 15/15 2/2
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was carried out in an identical manner to the five parameter

fitting and a summary of the results is shown in Table 4.

Methyl assignment using an eight-parameter fit showed

the same issue as for single residue type datasets. How-

ever, for both the combined Ile-Cd1/Leu-Cd1/Val-Cc1 and

the combined Leu-Cd1/Val-Cc1 datasets, a similar degree

of success in assignment was achieved as with the five

parameter fitting. The reliability of these assignments

varied when compared with the reliability of those pro-

duced from five parameter fitting. In some cases, the

number of correct and reliable assignments increased when

eight parameter fitting was employed as opposed to five

parameter fitting. This is particularly true for the Leu-Cd1/

Val-Cc1 datasets. In two cases, datasets one and five, more

correct and more 2* assignments were obtained. In addi-

tion, more correct and 2* assignments were obtained for

dataset five of the Ile-Cd1/Leu-Cd1/Val-Cc1 series. It is

possible that the increase in assignment accuracy is due to

the fact that a larger parameter space is searched in eight

parameter fitting. These data demonstrate that PARAssign

is able to successfully and reliably assign methyls in a

large protein with selective labeling, at least using syn-

thetic data. Validation on experimental data sets in

progress.

Conclusions

PARAssign enables the user to perform amide and methyl

assignments of a protein in the absence of any prior

assignment information. PARAssign performs well both

in situations where the positions of the paramagnetic cen-

ters are known and when they are unknown. When han-

dling such an assignment problem, a small number of peaks

represents a serious impediment to obtaining a reliable and

accurate assignment, due to the multiparameter fitting

problem that needs to be solved. The only information

known before commencing this type of assignment are the

3D structure of the protein and an estimate of the magni-

tudes of the axial and rhombic components of the magnetic

susceptibility tensor. However, the problem of insufficient

data can be overcome by combining datasets as was

demonstrated by the use of Leu-Cd1/Val-Cc1 and Ile-Cd1/

Leu-Cd1/Val-Cc1 methyl data. This reduces the relative

complexity, because these data sets share the same tensor

parameters. PARAssign represents a manner in which PCS-

based assignments can be carried out on larger proteins and

future versions should contain the ability to work with

large multimeric systems, since nuclei in such systems are

at present extremely challenging to assign by traditional

means. RDCs and residual anisotropic chemical shift cor-

rections should also be included in future versions for

working with TROSY spectra.

PARAssign is available for download at: http://prot

chem.lic.leidenuniv.nl/software/parassign/registration.
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